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 BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF THE CONCEPT 

 

TUSEME is a Swahili expression that is equivalent to “Let us speak out’ in English. In this context, it is the name 
that the founders thought was most appropriate to call an outreach program that aimed at empowering girls 

to overcome their inhibitions and voice their concerns in public. The expression encapsulates the spirit of 

daringness that girls must be helped to acquire in order to liberate themselves from the shackles of the 

tradition of silence and oppression by males since in most sub-Saharan African countries women and girls are 
not encouraged to speak out or express their views in public. 

 

The TUSEME Project was introduced in 1996 from the Department of Fine and Performing Arts (DFPA) of the 

University of Dar Es salaam.  It emerged as a response to concerns among educationists, parents and social 
groups in Tanzania who saw that the academic performance of girls in secondary schools was not satisfactory.  

Research had shown that one of the factors behind Girls’ Poor academic performance by girls was that girls 

were not sufficiently involved in discussions of problems affecting them and their proposed remedies. The 
TUSEME project therefore was founded in order to train girls to express publicly their views in matters that 

affected their academic and social development and learn to take part in finding solutions to those problems. 

 

The underlying philosophy of the project is rooted in the use of art, specifically theatre art, as a tool for 
shaping consciousness and galvanizing people into action. The Department of Fine and Performing Arts had 

already been researching and discussing the role of theatre in social development with particular attention to 

the use of theatre in traditional African settings. There was overwhelming evidence that theatre was being 

effectively used to transmit important messages on many occasions in traditional African society.  
 

TUSEME therefore is a theatre-based empowerment process. One of the tasks that the University of Dar es 

Salaam has declared it will undertake in its Transformational Program is to act as a catalyst of social change in 

the broader society. Helping the girl student to overcome obstacles that hinder her academic and social 
progress is a fitting example of such an undertaking. 

 

In the year 1999, FAWE Rwanda adapted the Tuseme program through the centre of excellency called FAWE 
Girls School-Gisozi. Later, in collaboration with the Ministry of Education and UNICEF, the program scalled up 

into other schools especially the UNICEF child firendly schools.  

 

ABOUT THE STUDENTS FESTIVAL, 2012 Edition  

  

  
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 
 

As Tuseme is a forum for girls and boys to speak out their 
problems, the objectives of the festival is in line with addressing 

the actual burning issues to girls education. The Students Festival 

was organised by FAWE Rwanda Chapter in partnership with 
UNICEF. The festival brought together 855 participants (114 male 

and female teachers and 741 learners) from 54 child friendly 

shools schools in 17 districts 

 
Besides the child friendly schools, FAWE Centres of excellency and 

Gahini Primary School were invited and they entertained the 

guests through-out.  The mentioned schools didn’t compete instead 

they entertained the guests with their unique performances. 
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The Festival which was themed “TWIRINDE INDA ZITATEGANYIJWE, TUGIRE EJO HAZAZA HEZA” (Let us 

avoid early pregnancies as we prepare a better future), had a key overall objective of strengthening the 

capacities of the participants to address the empowerment of girls using relatively new and innovative 

theatrical performances.  
 

The key Objectives of the Tuseme festival were set as follows: 
 
The specific objectives of the 3 days’ festival were:  

- Engaging all stakeholders to keenly understand the prevailing issues that hinder girls academic and 

social performances especially early pregancies in schools 

- Provoke stakeholders in addressing the highlighted issues 
- Experience sharing and networking among learners and teachers 

- Award the best theatrical performers as a way of encouraging the rest to work hard in future 

 
 

THE FESTIVAL ITSELF 
 

Official opening of the Tuseme Festival 
During the official opening sessions, the following items were highlighted as follows:  

- Entertainment performances by both FAWE centre of excellencies  

- Welcoming remarks by the acting National Coordinator  
- Remarks from the Unicef’s Education specialist 

- Remarks from the Chairperson-FAWE Rwanda and inviting the guest of honour  

- Official remarks from the guest of honour 

- Group photo 
 

Entertainment  
FAWE Girls School Gisozi and that of Gahini entertained guests with Sketch, songs and dances 

 
 

Remarks from the UNICEF representative 

 

- Mr. Hugh Delaney in his remarks, thanked the 

students/teachers for having participated in the 

event  

- He appreciated the wonderful job done by FAWE 
Rwanda to host such an event 

Welcoming remarks from the acting National coordinator  
 

She welcomed all participants and congratulated all for having 

reached such a big day in good health. She gave a brief 

background of Tuseme, how its linked with FAWE’s overall 
objectives. She reminded the invitees some of the burning 

issues in schools currently such  as early pregancies and that’s 

why the theme was “Lets us avoid early pregnancies for a 

better future”. She said.  
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- He requested all participants to exchange contacts and share experiences  

- He requested FAWE Rwanda to include the reading culture in the Tuseme program 

- He promised a continous support towards empowering girls’ education  

 
 

 

 

  

                                                                                                                       
 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remarks from the Chairperson-FAWE Rwanda 
 
In her remarks, Madam Rhona Nyakulama the 

Chairperson, FAWE Rwanda chapter, mentioned 
that Tuseme festival will offer various important 

and valuable opportunities not only to students, but 

also to all education stakeholders who are trying to 
find out the level of the development achieved by 

discussions, sharing experiences and brainstorming 

on the challenges that affect their progress in their 

respective areas of work.  She had confidence that 
such an event has been a special moment of 

interaction, which will allow individuals to share 

their skills and knowledge, and learn from one 

another in the fields of education and 
empowerment  

 
 Remarks from the Guest of Honour  
 
In her remarks, the Guest of Honour Madam 

Sharon HABA, the Parmenent Secretary-MINEDUC 
encouraged girls to take serious decisions 

throughout the learning process. She challenged all 

teachers to take a lead in identifying barriers that 
affect girls’ social and academic performance 

especially early pregancies in schools. She 

reminded that not only pregnancy is hindering the 

girls’education, but that other issues like drug 
abuse are also barriers to girl development. Thay 

have also to be fought along with pregnancy. She 

said in Kinyarwanda that “aho niho ruzingiye” 

which literally means that education should be give 
high priority than anything else.  

 

She congratulated FAWE Rwanda for having hosted 

such an important event. Finally she requested 
students to share ideas/skills and get contacts from 

each other as a way of experience sharing.  
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CLUBS PERFOMANCES  
 

The table below illustrates the criteria 

N0 Name 

of club 

Theme 

50% 

Character 

relations or 

appearance 

(songs+Dance 
)10% 

Voice projection or Rhythm 

+ melody 10% (songs, 

dance, poems) 10% 

Diversit

y 10% 

Stage 

use 

10% 

Time 

mgt 

10% 

 

All clubs, perfomed within the specified time and schedule except 3 entertaining schools which could 

interven at any time as the event manager judged necessary. 

 

The team of judges included the following: 

- Gratien Niyitegeka(Radio presenter and TFD facilitator) 

- Benitha Bamuyungire(Former FGS student) 
- Souria Bona Uwineza (Former GS Rulindo student and beneficiary) 

- Providence Mukakalisa(Former Mentor) 

 

In his remarks, Gratien Niyitegeka mentioned that judges had wished  to push for all to be the winners but it 
couldn’t be possible because performances were rated differently. The first winning school was called PS 

Kibara, followed by EP Ntoma as the 2nd runner up and CS Kirwa as the 3rd runner up.  

 

Let us highlight that each participant was given an english dictionary and each school, a certificate of 
participation. 

 

For details, see the list of schools and categories. 
 

 

                 

                                                                                                                                                               

Other activities at the festival  

 
 

Among the objectives of the festival, learners 
spent time in the following activities as well: 

- Morning jogging commonly known as 

‘Mucaka mucaka”  

- Swiying in the Fun fair (Balançoire )    
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Evening Dicsussions(Igitamaduni) 

 

Role modeling by Ayirwanda Jean Claude alias BUSHOMBE 

 

Mr. Claude commonly known as Bushombe introduced his discussion with a song he sing with his 

colleague, Kankwanzi in their bbc shows®. He thanked FAWE Rwanda for having organised such 

an important gathering.He told the learners that he was once like them and on top of that; he liked 

performing drama and he encouraged them to do the same since its a good profession. He provided 

tips the learners as follows: 

- To use their bodies while perfoming and also projecting their voice.  

- They should clearly be able to understand why they are acting and for whom they are doing 

it. 

- He promised to attend any other fora whenever he will be invited by FAWE  Rwanda 

 
 

 

- Study tour at Utexrwa: Students and teachers visited two departments in the factory. 

According to the head of Weaving, Cotton products are imported from Uganda and Tanzania. 
Students got a chance to be explained the process how cotton is mixed up through machines, 

and later goes into the spinning department. Students asked many questions which were 

answered. 
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AWARDS VS CATEGORIES FOR THE 1ST 10 CLUBS 

SR No ITEMS  CATEGORIES  

01 1ST WINNER  - Sound system (complete) 

- Stabilizer  

02 2nd Runner up - TV 

- Star times decoder 

- DVD player   

03 3rd Runner up - TV 

- DVD Player  

- Stabilizer  

04 4th runner up - TV 

05 5th  - Radio 

- Megaphone 

06 6th  - Radio 

- Wall clock 

07 7th  - Radio 

- Wall clock 

08 8th  - Radio 

- Geometrical Ruler  

09 9th  - Radio 

- Geometrical arc  

10 10th  - Radio  

- Protractor  

 
 

LIST OF THE BEST INDIVIDUAL STUDENTS IN VARIOUS DOMAINS 

Apart from awards to 10 best performing schools, individual awards have been given to 15 students according to 

their behaviour in the festival or to their individual performances 

SR N Names Domain Prizes 

01 Agnes   Poem Bag, Calculator, Watch, Mathematical set, 

Exercise books 
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02 Maman Uwera Theatre performance  “ 

03 Lilian  Theatre performance (Emotional) “ 

04 Group no 22 Drum beating girl “ 

05 Group no 9 Drum beating boy “ 

06  Little dancing girl –Entertainment  “ 

07 Umwali Sano Honorine Poem “ 

08 Ishimwe Yvette Lucky Disciplined girl  “ 

09 Mwendo Octave Leading news “ 

10 Cyuzuzo Queen Good in singing  “ 

11 Nsengiyumva Emmanuel Roles and responsibilities –Security “ 

12 Iradukunda Chadia “ “ 

13 Uwiduhaye Sandrine  Reading news “ 

14 Tuyishimire Ben venue  Story telling including Cow songs (kuvugira inka) “ 

15 Ineza Liberte Reading news “ 

 

LIST OF CLUBS THAT PARTICIPATED IN THE COMPETITION AND THEIR POSITIONS 

Rank School Name District Sector Marks 

1.  GS Karama Gatsibo Nyagihanga 90.75 

2.  GS Musya Ngoma Rurenge 78.76 

3.  Gacurabwenge PS Gicumbi Byumba 79.75 

4.  GS Kawangire Cath Kayonza Rukara 78.75 

5.  GS Kankobwa Kirehe Mpanga  71.75 

6.  Rutabo PS Rulindo Rwisaro 69.75 

7.  GS Kigeyo Rutsiro Kigeyo 84.25 

8.  GS Kanama Cath Rubavu Kanama 83.25 

9.  GS Gituku  Ngoma Rukira 81.26 

10.  GS Kanzenze Rubavu Kanzenze 81.25 

11.  Kibara PS Gasabo Gikomero 96.3 

12.  Ntoma PS Nyagatare Matimba 94 

13.  GS Mugina Gicumbi Nyamiyaga 91.3 

14.  GS Gasenyi Kirehe Kigarama 88.5 

15.  CS Kirwa Ngororero Gatumba 92 

16.  Nyarubuye PS Gatsibo Kabarore 85.5 

17.  GS Murama Bugesera Nyamata 86.4 

18.  GS Sangaza Ngoma Zaza  

 

84.5 

19.  GS Rukomo Nyagatare Rukomo 89 

20.  GS Rubaya Gicumbi Rubaya 86.3 
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21.  GS Busasamana Rubavu Busasamana 83.5 

22.  GS Kabaya Ngororero Kabaya  82.4 

23.  GS Rubingo Gasabo Jali 81.5 

24.  Mayange B PS Bugesera Rweru  82.3 

25.  Tumba PS Burera Bungwe 85 

26.  GS Nkanga Bugesera Rweru  84 

27.  GS Rwempasha Nyagatare Rwempasha 83 

28.  GS Bicumbi Rwamagana Mwulire 82 

29.  GS Mukarange Gicumbi Mukarange 79.3 

30.  GS Shyogo Kayonza Nyamirama  76.5 

31.  Gasanze PS Gasabo Nduba 81 

32.  GS Nyabubare Kayonza Mukarange 74.6 

33.  Ngarama PS Gatsibo Ngarama 80 

34.  GS Munyana Gakenke Minazi 78.1 

35.  GS Janjagiro Rwamagana Fumbwe 74.5 

36.  GS Kiziguro Gatsibo Kiziguro 76.3 

37.  GS Bihinga Gatsibo Kabarore 78 

38.  GS Nyagatare Nyagatare Nyagatare 72.6 

39.  GS Mukono Gicumbi Bwisinge 75.3 

40.  CS Umubano II Rubavu Gisenyi 74.3 

41.  Gasama PS Rulindo Bushoki 76.1 

42.  CS Rubona Rubavu Nyamyumba 76 

43.  Rubona PS Ngoma Kibungo 72.3 

44.  GS Kabyiniro Ngororero Muhororo 73 

45.  GS Kanyinya Nyarugenge Nyarugenge 72 

46.  GS Nyabiheke Gatsibo Gatsibo  66.6 

47.  GS Hindiro Ngororero Hindiro 65.6 

48.  Nemba PS Bugesera Mayange 62.6 

49.  CS Cyamabuye Nyabihu Karago 67 

50.  ES Ndego Kayonza Ndego 65 

51.  Mugera PS Gatsibo Gatsibo  62 

52.  Buramira PS Rulindo Bushoki 60 

53.  GS Shyanda Kayonza Murama 56 

54.  GS Gishari Rwamagana Gishari 51 
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Photo gallery 
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